Our amazing youngest campers had a fantastic Friday at MoLab. We started our day making our own design and blueprints of beasts that were fictional and nonfictional. We then learned about Mr. Kole’s amazing geckos and even got to play with them a bit! Then we made our own color changing potions with the power of red cabbage, baking soda, lemon juice, and vinegar. Then they made their own skewer slugs with paper towels and water, by using the water to expand they carefully folded paper towels to look like they wriggled like a slug. Then they all made their own Bowtruckle, with the goals to make it look really nice and to win a competition based on air resistance. To end the day, we all did our mythical creature adoption.

Starting our fantastic Friday, we started with an ice breaker where we talked about our favorite mythical creatures. After this we had our amazing CIT Mr. Kole show us his beautiful pet geckos, Leonard and Rexette. We then made our own fantastic beast trading cards to trade with each other. Then we made Puffballs, our own little magical creatures. After they all had lunch and learned about static electricity with balloons. To show our Harry Potter side we ended the day with making wands and quills.